
THE COMPLETE OFFERING



Golfway is a coaching and gameplay system 
designed to help new and junior players learn the 
game of golf while keeping it safe, easy and fun 

to play, anywhere, anytime. There’s products and 
games to fit for all ages, whether you’re 2 or 102. 

Read on to discover more...

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF GOLFWAY

HERE TO
PLAY.



PROGRESSIVE FEATURES

THE PLAY CONCEPT

From oversized club heads and specially 
designed performance grips, to colourful 
targets and modular gameplay, nothing 
compares to Golfway Play.

Golfway Play is based on the simple 
concept using only two clubs, an iron and a 
putter. Designed for all ages with five club 
sizes to suit players from 90cm to 170cm 
tall.

With strong links to the real game of Golf, 
yet with a minimal space requirement, 
players can Play on any surface whether 
indoors or in the backyard, at the park or 
even at the beach.

L E N G T H

H E A D  S I Z E

H E A D  W E I G H T

G R I P  S I Z E

90cm / 3-5 years

110cm / 5-7 years

130cm / 8-10 years

150cm / 11-14 years

170cm / 14+ years

ABOUT



TOP TIER HARDWARE PLAY ANYWHERE

TEAM PLAY ROBUST COACHING

Designed to meet the demands 
and requirements of new and 

existing players.

Take golf anywhere with a range 
of fun exciting products. Not just a 

game, a lifestyle.

Bringing the game out of isolation 
and enjoying together as part of 

team or group.

A vast experience of delivering 
training toolkits and product to 
world-renowned organisations.

FEATURES OF PLAY



COACHING
THE PLAY CONCEPT PROGRAMS
Golfway Play endorses all of the aspects of 
golf in easy to understand first touch format 
for beginners of all ages. The clubs are 
designed to hit every shot in the game of 
golf without the complications of 14 different 
variations.

The iron and the putter both have our 
shaped, colour coded grips which ensure 
that the hands sit correctly for each 
shot and the heads have easy to follow 
alignment aids (see the following pages 
for more information). All clubs are swing 
weighted and feel like traditional golf clubs 
when being used, this makes for an easy 
transition into traditional clubs when the 
time is right.

The activities designed for Golfway make 
learning fun, inclusive and help create the 
correct atmosphere to ensure growth and 
sustainability within your golf school or 
Academy. You can even play a round of golf 
with Golfway Play on a 6-hole golf course 
that fits in a size of a football pitch! Golfway 
Play can be used literally anywhere, even 
at home... meaning you can even set 
homework for your pupils!

Our coaching program, developed with our 
training partner YMG delivers results... Fact!

Multiple tour winners have developed 
their games through the program as well 
as thousands of others who have been 
introduced to our beautiful game. To 
name but a few, Ryder Cup Player Matt 
Fitzpatrick, European Tour Winner Jordan 
Smith and Ladies Open Champion Georgia 
Smith are all products of the YMG Program. 

Golfway coaches benefit from an 
organised, structured and certificated 
program with lesson plans and guidance 
right the way through the 8 levels. As a 
result, your junior golf coaching business will 
grow expeditiously and achieve unthinkable 
results!

YOUR PROGRAM

Talk to us about how we can help you 
with coaching resources using Golfway 
Play. Our PGA certified Coaches have 
a wealth of knowledge to support you.



1. LINE-UP TRAINING GRIP 3. DUAL PUTTER HEAD2. OVER-SIZED HEADS 4. COLOUR CODED SHAFTS
A unique and quality training grip, created 
by Golfway in a range of sizes that grow 
with the length of the clubs. Perfect to 
allow juniors to develop a good golfing 
grip as they promote correct hand 
placement and a light pressure grip.

The double-sided head is suitable for 
right or left handed play and is weighted 
to give the correct feel of a traditional 
putter. Durable, shatterproof and almost 
indestructible – the Golfway putter is great 
for learning and gameplay.

Makes the game easy for new players and 
controls trajectory of the ball with a cavity 
back and lofted face for great ball flight. 
Weighted head and flexible fibreglass 
shaft give feel of real golf with sizes 90cm 
& 110cm 25% lighter than the three largest 
clubs.

Each Golfway Play club comes with a colour 
coded shaft decal – ideal for picking out 
clubs in reference to our sizing system, 
ranging from 90cm height to 170 cm.
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FEATURES



5-7 Years 8-10 Years 11-13  Years 14+ Years3-5 Years

90cm

110cm

130cm

150cm

170cm

Club length 45cm Club length 65cm Club length 75cm Club length 85cm Club length 95cm

You can use the following as a guide for getting 
the right size clubs for player height.

PROGRESSIVE FEATURES

L E N G T H

H E A D  S I Z E

H E A D  W E I G H T

G R I P  S I Z E

CLUB FITTING



Iron grips with line-up 
training cues

Generous cavity back and lofted 
face to get ball easily into the air

Durable, shatterproof ABS head
pinned and glued to shaft

Lofted club used for all striking shots.

Unique soft back plate with 
Golfway branding

Weighted head and 
flexible fibreglass shaft 

give feel of real golf

IRON



Flat faced golf grip aids 
hand placement

Target arrows and alignment
bar aid lining up shots correctly

Durable, shatterproof 
ABS head pinned and 
glued to shaft

Putting club used to roll the ball
towards holes and targets.

Double sided head suitable for
both right and left handed players

Slightly lofted face gets 
ball rolling easilyPUTTER





ITEM QTY

Coaching Kitbag holdall 1
Golfway Holes (x6) 1
Net target 2
Bullseye target 2
Bar Target 2
Disc Target pack of 18 in bag 2
Coaching tee mat 6
T-Zone (6x in bag) 1
Iron 170cm (right hand) 1
Putter 170cm 1
Tee pack of 3 6
Net of 48 balls 1
Hanger (6x in net) 1
Flagstick pack of 3 2
Flagstick for Golfway holes 6

PACK CONTENTS

Golfway Play Base Pack for group coaching and 
activities. High quality, robust and safe ‘first-touch’ golf 
activity kit. Includes 2 Coach clubs, targets, tee mats and 
balls and wheeled storage/transportation bag. All items 
are available individually to enhance kits.

BASE PACK

CLUB PACKS

Club packs can be added 
to a Base Pack to create a 
full Coaching Kit. See next 
page for more details.



110cm
(5-7 Years)

130cm
(8-10 Years)

150cm
(11-13  Years)

170cm
(14+ Years)

90cm
(3-5 Years)

Club packs can be used in conjunction with 
the Base Pack to create a full Coach’s Kit 
for up to 24 students. Alternatively, these 
can be bought individually to be used with 
other Golfway products.

All club packs consist of 6 right-handed irons, 1 left-
handed and 6 putters which are uniquely designed 
to suit both right and left handed players.

PACK CONTENTS

All club packs contain 1x 
left-handed club

CLUB PACKS
Code: GWPKC090

Code: GWPKC110

Code: GWPKC130

Code: GWPKC150

Code: GWPKC170



Although ShortGolf has been rebranded 
to Golfway, we still play this as a game 
version. ShortGolf 6 courses can be setup 
using the equipment pack below.

ITEM QTY

Coaching Tee Mat 6
Tee pack of 3 6
Coloured balls x6 4
Golfway Hole Green 1
Golfway Hole Red 1
Golfway Hole Yellow 1
Golfway Hole Blue 1
Golfway Hole Orange 1
Golfway Hole Purple 1
T-zone 6x in bag 1
Ball net 1

PACK CONTENTS

SHORTGOLF 6 PACK



BALLS (x48)
LARGE LOW COMPRESSION BALLS 
WITH LOOP MATERIAL COVERS 
THAT STICK TO ALL TARGETS.
• 6cm diameter and supplied in a net of 48 in 6 distinctive colours
• Similar weight to regulation golf ball to give great feel with 

Golfway Irons & Putters



COACHING TEE MAT
THE STARTING POINT FOR ALL 
GOLFWAY SHOTS. ENABLES 
PLAY OFF ANY SURFACE WITH 
A NON-SLIP BASE.
• Raises ball off ground to enable easier ball strike
• High visibility arrows and “H” shape aids club and target alignment  
• Non-slip base and carry handle
• Protects gym floors and turf from damage
• Replaceable, flexible rubber tees available separately (below).

GWPT03



GOLFWAY HOLES
450mm DIAMETER HOLE WITH 225mm 
HOOK MATERIAL CENTRE CUP. GREAT 
FOR SHORTGOLF 6 COURSE SETUP.
• Available with six different coloured centres numbered 1-6
• Supplied with removable 90cm flagpole and flag
• Use on any surface indoors or out
• Durable shatter proof material and fully weatherproof
• Sloping rim demands correct shot strength



DISC TARGETS
VERSATILE STICKY 
TARGETS FOR CHIPPING 
AND PUTTING GAMES.
• 30cm hook material disc targets
• Supplied in set of 6 coloured centres
• Centre grommet allows discs to be used with flagstick
• Use indoors and out



BAR TARGET
LARGE DOUBLE SIDED HOOK 
MATERIAL TARGET IDEAL FOR 
PUTTING GAMES INDOORS OR OUT
• Play to both sides simultaneously (up to 3 players each side at one time)
• Unique anti-collapse mechanism
• Press stud maintains correct shape in use
• Fabric edging reduces slip on smooth surfaces
• Fully weatherproof for use outdoors
• Folds flat, inside out, for easy storage



BULLSEYE TARGET
900mm DIAMETER HOOK 
MATERIAL TARGET FOR CREATIVE 
AND SCORING GAMEPLAY
• Large target area with high visibility scoring zones
• 3 fabric loops allow use on ground or hanging up
• Can be used with Chipping Net stand (see ‘Chipping Net’)
• Fully weatherproof for use outdoors
• Supplied with carry bag and three pegs
• Removable span-ring enables flat storage

*Stand sold separately, 
for illustration only



CHIPPING NET
900mm DIAMETER POP-UP 
CHIPPING NET AND STAND FOR 
THE BULLSEYE TARGETS
• Large white mesh net, ideal for chipping drills
• Use indoors or out, with 2 pegs supplied for securing down on grass
• Designed for use as stand for Bullseye Target and attaches to rear ring 
• Play is possible on both sides simultaneously with Bullseye Target
• Folds down easily for storage in carry bag (included)



LARGE HOLDALL
DESIGNED TO CARRY ALL 
GOLFWAY KITS. A HEAVY 
DUTY HOLDALL THAT HOLDS 
UP TO 25KG.
• Designed to carry all Golfway kits & equipment
• Strong carry and pull handles
• Triple-wheel design to enable easy transportation
• Internal and external  base strengthening and anti-scuff corners
• High quality dual-pull zip
• 5 base stiffeners to give rigidity.
• Large internal zipped compartment
• Strong and durable waterproof outer and base material

Bag dimensions:
900mm x 450mm x 380mm



HANGER
VERSATILE TRAINING AID FOR 
CORRECT SWING AND PUTT 
DEVELOPMENT.
• Aids the development of correct hitting or putting action
• Manufactured from shatterproof plastic. 
• Supplied individually, or as a pack of 6 to include a storage net



STANCE MATS
PAIR OF RUBBER FEET 
POSITIONING MATS FEATURING 
LEFT AND RIGHT SHOE PRINT.
• Helps junior players learn a proper stance and ball placement
• Non-slip base for use indoors as well as outdoors.



TEE-ZONE (x6)
800mm DIAMETER RINGS USED 
AS TEE-ZONE ON SHORTGOLF 6 
COURSE AND A SAFETY ZONE 
BY COACHES.
• Excellent for class safety and organisation 
• Also used as a starting point when playing a ShortGolf 6 hole
• Grommet holes allow pegging to grass. 
• Foldable into a figure-of-eight to fit into a 410mm diameter bag.



CONES (x36)
COLOURFUL CONES FOR 
MAPPING OUT COACHING 
DRILLS AND GAMEPLAY ZONES.
• Excellent for class safety and organisation 
• High visibility and distinctive
• Also available induvidually on request



AGILITY RINGS
DISTINCTIVE COLOURFUL RINGS 
FOR TRAINING EXERCISES AND 
MAPPING OUT COACHING DRILLS 
OR GAMEPLAY ZONES.
• Ideal for use as part of training drills
• Can be used inside or out, ideal for school playgrounds and gyms
• Allows for a range of target games and group organisation





Contains 2x Irons (see below for size 
combinations), 4x balls, 1x mini-tee mat 
1x mini-bullseye target and a kitbag.

PACK CONTENTS

110cm
(5-7 Years)

130cm
(8-10 Years)

170cm
(14+ Years)

170cm
(14+ Years)

ULTIMATE SETS
THE ULTIMATE SET FOR FAMILY 
FUN. EVERYTHING NEEDED 
FOR CREATIVE GAMEPLAY 
WHEREVER, WHENEVER.



DUAL PACKS
A GREAT WAY TO GET STARTED 
WITH GOLFWAY. FEATURES 
CLUBS, BALLS AND TARGETS TO 
SETUP SMALL CREATIVE GAMES.

Our Players Dual Pack contains 1x Iron, 
1x Putter, 2x balls and 2x velcro targets.

PACK CONTENTS

AVAILABLE SIZES

90cm (3-5 Years) 130cm (8-10 Years) 170cm (14+ Years)

110cm (5-7 Years) 150cm (11-13  Years)



IRON PACKS
SINGLE IRON PACKS IDEAL 
FOR PRACTICE AND CREATIVE 
GAMEPLAY, INDOORS OR OUT.

These Packs contain 1x Iron 
and 2x Foam Balls.

PACK CONTENTS

AVAILABLE SIZES

90cm (3-5 Years) 130cm (8-10 Years) 170cm (14+ Years)

110cm (5-7 Years) 150cm (11-13  Years)



PUTTER PACKS
SINGLE PUTTER PACKS IDEAL 
FOR PRACTICE AND CREATIVE 
GAMEPLAY, INDOORS OR OUT.

These Packs contain 1x Putter 
and 2x Foam Balls.

PACK CONTENTS

AVAILABLE SIZES

90cm (3-5 Years) 130cm (8-10 Years) 170cm (14+ Years)

110cm (5-7 Years) 150cm (11-13  Years)



6x BALLS
LARGE LOW COMPRESSION BALLS 
WITH LOOP MATERIAL COVERS 
THAT STICK TO ALL TARGETS.
• 6cm diameter balls in a box of 6 in 6 distinctive colours
• Similar weight to regulation golf ball to give great feel 

with Golfway Irons & Putters



FOAM BALLS
LARGE LOW COMPRESSION 
FOAM BALLS. GREAT FOR YOUNG 
PLAYERS TO SAFELY PERFORM 
STRIKING SHOTS.
• Large, low compression balls designed for safe practice
• 6cm diameter and supplied in pack of 4
• Ideal for use indoors or out



MINI TEE-MAT
RAISES BALL OF THE GROUND 
FOR EASIER STRIKING. ROBUST 
AND SHATTER PROOF.
• Raises ball off ground to enable easier ball strike
• Aids club and target alignment at setup
• Allows for clean shots with Golfway Irons  
• Can be used with or without the rubber tee
• Protects floors and turf from damage



FOLDABLE FLAGSTICK
VERSATILE DISC TARGET FOR 
CHIPPING AND PUTTING GAMES.
• 30cm hook material disc target
• Centre grommet allows disc to be secured on a grass surface
• Flag holder included for free standing use indoors
• Flagstick folds in half for easy transportation



MINI DISC TARGETS
PACK OF 4x 120mm DIAMETER 
HOOK MATERIAL TARGETS. 
NUMBERED 1-4 FOR GAMEPLAY.
• Supplied in set of 4 discs numbered 1-4
• Use indoors and out



MINI BULLSEYE TARGET
450mm DIAMETER HOOK 
MATERIAL TARGET FOR CREATIVE 
AND SCORING GAMEPLAY.
• High visibility scoring zones
• 3 fabric loops allow use on ground or hanging up
• Comes with a Mini Chipping Net stand
• Fully weatherproof for use outdoors
• Removable span-ring enables flat storage



MINI BULLSEYE NET
SMALL TARGET NET WITH THREE 
SCORING ZONES DESIGNED TO 
IMPROVE CHIPPING SKILLS
• 3 target rings to help players gauge accuracy
• Easy to assemble and to take down
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
• Works with both Golfway balls and regular golf balls



PENCIL BAG
SLIM PENCIL BAG IDEAL FOR 
CARRYING MULTIPLE CLUBS 
AND ACCESSORIES.
• Lightweight, yet durable equipment bag made from canvas material
• Drawstring fastening to keep equipment safe

Bag dimensions:
920mm x 210mm



SUNDAY BAG
THE IDEAL PLAYERS BAG 
DESIGNED TO CARRY CLUBS 
AND ACCESSORIES.
• Lightweight, yet durable equipment bag made from canvas material
• Adjustable padded carry strap
• Zippered pocket for storing equipment and valuables

Bag dimensions:
620mm x 150mm x 110mm



DUFFEL BAG
GENEROUS STORAGE BAG 
OFFERING MADE FROM 
DURABLE CANVAS MATERIAL.
• Lightweight and large carry bag
• Durable equipment bag made from canvas material
• Drawstring fastening to keep equipment safe
• Adjustable thick webbing strap

Bag dimensions:
520mm x 960mm



KIT BAG
LIGHTWEIGHT STORAGE 
BAG FOR STORING 
GOLFWAY EQUIPMENT.
• Specially designed to hold Bullseye Targets when folded
• Zippered end with adjustable webbing strap

Bag dimensions:
450mm x 890mm
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